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ABSTRACT
The emerging field of learning analytics is showing promise as a
light to shine into the dark corners of individual student experience.
By making the richness of the learning process more visible,
learners and teachers can access deeper insights into their shared
experience. Data and models can provide a mirror for selfreflection and metacognition (Koedinger 2009). As Gašević (2015)
reminds us, Learning Analytics are about learning. However, too
little attention has been paid to the student’s role in data-rich
learning environments (Kitto 2016).
This research will use probabilistic machine learning techniques in
conjunction with other learning model approaches to produce
interactive learning models (Millán 2015) that can be integrated in
existing learning analytics systems. One such system will be shared
with students in a module of a BSc in Computing degree course and
a mixed-methods study of their experience conducted – with
students having full control of their data.
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research along with Paulo Freire’s (1968) emphasis on the student
as an agent of praxis in their learning environment.
A key part of this individual development is the role of
metacognition. As students encounter learning challenges, they can
greatly increase their agency and personal development by learning
about their own learning process and engaging in metacognitive
activities (Koedinger 2009). Metacognition, or the ability to learn
how we learn, is an important skill for the life-long learner.
Brookfield (1995) defines it as follows:
'a self-conscious awareness of how it is they come to
know what they know; an awareness of the reasoning,
assumptions, evidence and justifications that underlie
our beliefs that something is true.'
The questions driving this research include whether we can
encourage students in their metacognitive awareness and endeavors
and provide data and a system interface to assist in this process. If
learners could ‘see’ their learning and their metacognitive
processes through learning data, would they be able to control and
develop these faculties more effectively?
Metacognitive reflection activities need to be aligned and explicitly
designed into a course to ensure student engagement and supportive
teacher orientation. How can we facilitate this and use data to shine
a light into the spaces between learner, course and teacher?

Learning Analytics, Open Learning Modelling, Machine Learning,
Metacognition

Systems that require very regular requests for input from students
to label their activity are unlikely to be used in the long-term. If the
system can categorize activity for the student using machine
learning techniques – could this increase adoption?

1. Background

Could such a system have the added benefit of students overseeing
and correcting mis-categorized data as a high-level metacognitive
activity which provides clear higher-order learning benefits
(Aleven 2002)?

As Biesta (2009) notes, central to education’s purpose is ‘the
coming into presence of unique individual beings’ and to facilitate
this, education spaces must ‘open up for uniqueness to come into
the world’. He talks about a key part of the education process being
the ‘individuation’ or ‘subjectification’ of each human being – ‘the
process of becoming a subject’. Think of Maslow’s idea of ‘selfactualization’, Jung’s idea of ‘individuation’. This emphasis
complements the more usual one in education on ‘qualification’
and ‘socialization’. This is the ontological starting point of this
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2. GOAL OF THE RESEARCH
Develop and apply machine learning and open
learning
models
to
support
student
metacognition in a pre-existing connected
learning analytics systems
This research will seek to bring a number of approaches together to
build richer more effective student learning models – while still
retaining their accessibility and usability for learners.
It will make clear connections to course learning design and ensure
alignment of course learning analytics.

Modelling student learning along with machine learning techniques
will be used to make learning more visible to students and facilitate
metacognitive reflection on their learning process.
This goal will be achieved through the following objectives:
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

Identify appropriate candidate modelling techniques like
Open Learning Modelling (OLM), and similar, to allow
students to capture and visualise their metacognitive
activities
Classify student learning activity data to build an
enhanced model of their learning – particularly in
relation to metacognition
Identify, develop and implement appropriate machine
learning techniques to use in conjunction with other
learning models to allow students to see the nature of
their metacognitive activity and to track it over time
Map and visualize these patterns and relations to make
them more visible to students
Enhance and optimise existing machine learning
approaches for future work in student learner modelling

activity, provide maps and suggestions for students to guide their
metacognitive and other learning processes.
There are many modelling approaches (Chrysafiadi & Virvou
2013) but not all are accessible to the student themselves and not
all lend themselves to effective reasoning approaches. Bayesian
Networks are simple constructs in some ways but have been proven
to be powerful in student modelling (Millán 2010). Bayesian
Networks were first described by Judea Pearl (1985) as ‘directed
acyclic graphs’ which can be used to model causal dependencies
between variables. The paper was initially presented at a cognitive
science conference which may hint at the original motivation
behind Bayesian networks. The applications of Bayesian networks
are many and varied - they are a widely applicable approach to
reasoning using probability.

2.1 Ethical framework
These objectives will be grounded in a clear ethical framework for
the management and governance of the data involved to ensure the
protection of student privacy informed by Prinsloo et al (2013) and
Daschler et al (2015).

2.2 Critical analysis of learning analytics
approaches
A keystone of this research will be a critical analysis of how we
‘do’ learning analytics and how that impacts learning environments
and learners. Perrotta (2016) notes that learning analytics are not
objective and neutral. Embedded in them are societal and political
power structures and we need to critically reflect on how our
analytics-informed interventions impact learners and teachers at
those levels. Learners should not be mere data.

3. Research Questions
The primary questions posed in this research are summarized as
follows:
i.

ii.
iii.

Can a Learning Analytics system provide an interface
for students to engage in metacognitive activities around
their own learning, thereby improving individual
learning experience and supporting the student’s own
development goals?
Can we retool an existing learning analytics system
using machine learning modelling and classifiers to
provide this metacognitive interface to students?
Can such a system help students visualize, track and
reflect on their own learning and development goals and
help them to improve performance?

Fig 1. Bayesian Network Model of Student Engagement
Ting et al (2013)
In education settings, Bayesian networks have seen a particular
application in what was termed Bayesian Knowledge Tracing by
Corbett & Anderson (1994). This was an approach where a learner
progressing through a given learning path was modelled and this
model used to predict whether the learner would successfully
negotiate the next step in the learning path.
A particular advantage of Bayesian Networks is that they are whitebox algorithms and can be relatively easily understood by humans
and represented visually to inform – rather than obfuscate (Xing
2015).
Hidden Markov Models are a class of Dynamic Bayesian network
and they allow for the possibility of progression along a path of
state transitions. They have been applied to learning contexts in
order to model student progress through a learning path of defined
states. A HMM is a state transition model showing unobservable
states and their corresponding observable indicators (Rabiner 1986)

4. Current knowledge of the problem
Modelling student learning is an attempt to make visible what goes
on in the learning process. It tries to map and model the states and
stop-off points as a learner makes their way on their learning
journey from start to destination. This process can mirror student

Fig 2 - A HMM state transition table which shows progression
of student learning using categorization of learner dialogue
Boyer et al (2009)

Open Learning Modelling (OLM) techniques are different to many
learning analytics approaches in that they are so firmly rooted in
the student experience and are designed with the express purpose
of having students interact with them to make their learning more
visible (Bull & Kay 2010). Interactive Open Learning Modelling
(IOLM) (Dimitrova 2016, Bull et al. 2016) builds an interactive
element into this approach. Segedy et al (2013) apply related
thinking to propose an assessment approach they call ‘modeldriven assessments’- applied to Open Ended Learning
Environments (OELEs).

5.1.4 Emphasis on Connected & Networked learning
In the era of social media, students are not limited to learning with
peers in their physical campus spaces. They can learn with others
who may be physically located in other countries and even other
continents. Personal Learning Networks (PLNs) are a growing
feature of academic development for both teachers and learners in
modern academic settings and Connected Learning enables new
learning spaces to open up (Cronin 2016).
To potentially address this aspect of modern, connected learning,
one of the candidate learning analytics platforms that this research
could build on is the open source Connected Learning Analytics
Toolkit (CLA Toolkit) (Kitto et al 2016). This is an Experience API
(xAPI) based data-store with a web front-end of visualization tools
for learning analytics. It already has one machine learning powered
element – a Naïve Bayes classifier of student activity.
xAPI otherwise known as the Tin Can API is a triple-based data
standard which is designed for logging student data in VLE/LMS –
and is a successor to the SCORM data standard. This opens up
exciting possibilities around modelling for Connected and
Networked Learning and Social Learning Analytics.

5.1.5 Machine Learning with an emphasis on
modelling and visibility as well as prediction
Rather than use machine learning techniques solely for prediction,
the emphasis with this research is to use these techniques to see into
learning data and make processes and patterns visible – where
possible - as seen and selected by students themselves. Prediction
will have a role but it will be tailored to the human nature of
learning.
Fig 3. Open Learning Modelling artifacts
Bull & Kay (2013)

5. How is this solution different, new or better
than existing approaches?

5.1.6 Data literacy capacity building for students
A side-effect of working with students through this research
process will be presenting opportunities for students themselves to
build their awareness of the ever-increasing role that data plays in
their lives and encouraging them to be pro-active agents in this
process – rather than unwitting participants.

5.1.1 Grounded in the Student perspective
This research seeks to add to the work being done from the student
point-of-view and will help develop approaches that are more
student-centric. It will incorporate work from Shum & Crick (2012)
on learning dispositions and feature a mixed methods approach
grounded directly in a third-level classroom environment. It is
situated within a machine learning research group but grounded
within learning theory and learning design.

5.1.2 Students as owners of their learning data
Students in this study will be in full control of their own data – and
it is expected this will improve their data literacy skills and agency.
It will also place them in the learning analytics driving seat and they
will be empowered to select the modelling and learning analytics
parameters that they believe most useful for them. The emphasis
then is not on big-data external to the student – but data that is
inherently subjective to each students view of her/his internal and
external world. Of course, teachers could coordinate students to
select the same parameters for the purposes of particular learning
scenarios – but the default is to leave this decision to students.

5.1.3 Links learning analytics to learning design
This research emphasizes the link between learning analytics and
learning design echoing Mor et al (2015) and Lockyer et al (2013)
and draws on Bakharia’s ‘Learning Analytics For Learning Design
Conceptual Framework’ (2016).

Fig 4 – The Connected Learning Analytics Toolkit (Kitto, 2016)

6. Methodology
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Develop and adapt student modelling and machine
learning techniques to provide views on metacognitive
activities. Initially, these will be relatively simple
models with further development over time informed by
user feedback.
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